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By Mr. Creighton of Uxbridge, petition of David J. Lucey
(Registrar of Motor Vehicles) and Thomas E. Creighton for legisla-
tion to define the words “school bus type 1” and “school bus type
II” under the law regulating the use of motor vehicles. Public Safety.

In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Seventy-Four

AN ACT TO DEFINE THE WORDS “SCHOOL BUS TYPE I" AND ALSO
“SCHOOL BUS TYPE 11”.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in
General Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, as
follows:

1 Section 1 of chapter 90 of the General Laws is hereby
2 amended by inserting after the definition “School Bus”, the
3 following;
4 “School bus Type I”, a school bus with provision for two
5 hundred and twenty-one inches (seventeen thirteen-inch seats) or
6 more cumulative length of passenger seating space, exclusive of
7 the driver, measured longitudinally of the seat designed princi-
-8 pally for the transportation of pupils in twelve or lower grades to
9 and from school. This provides a minimum of thirteen inches of

10 seating width for each of seventeen passengers.
11 “School bus Type II”, a school bus with provision for more
12 than one hundred and fifty inches but not more than two
13 hundred and eight inches (sixteen thirteen-inch seats) cumulative
14 length of passenger seating space, exclusive of the driver,
15 measured longitudinally of the seat designed principally for the
16 transportation of pupils in twelve or lower grades to and from
17 school. This assumes a minimum of fifteen inches of seating
18 width for each of a maximum of nine passengers and the driver in
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19 vehicles not required to meet either Type lor Type II School Bus
20 Construction Standards and provides a minimum of thirteen
21 inches of seating width for each of a maximum of sixteen
22 passengers in a Type II school bus.
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